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44.06 WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT OVERLAY

3HOWN�ON�THE�PLANNING�SCHEME�MAP�AS�WMO�

Purpose

4O� IMPLEMENT� THE� 3TATE� 0LANNING� 0OLICY� &RAMEWORK� AND� THE� ,OCAL� 0LANNING� 0OLICY
&RAMEWORK��INCLUDING�THE�-UNICIPAL�3TRATEGIC�3TATEMENT�AND�LOCAL�PLANNING�POLICIES�

4O�IDENTIFY�AREAS�WHERE�WILDFIRE�IS�LIKELY�TO�POSE�A�SIGNIFICANT�THREAT�TO�LIFE�AND�PROPERTY�

4O�ENSURE�THAT�DEVELOPMENT�

� )NCLUDES�SPECIFIED�FIRE�PROTECTION�MEASURES�
� $OES�NOT�SIGNIFICANTLY�INCREASE�THE�THREAT�TO�LIFE�AND�PROPERTY�FROM�WILDFIRE�

4O�DETAIL�THE�MINIMUM�FIRE�PROTECTION�OUTCOMES�THAT�WILL�ASSIST�TO�PROTECT�LIFE�AND�PROPERTY
FROM�THE�THREAT�OF�WILDFIRE�

44.06-1 Permit requirement

Buildings and works

!�PERMIT� IS� REQUIRED� TO� CONSTRUCT� A�BUILDING�OR� CONSTRUCT�OR� CARRY�OUT�WORKS� EXCEPT� FOR� A
BUILDING�WHICH� IS�ANCILLARY� TO�A�DWELLING��HAS�A� FLOOR�AREA�OF� LESS� THAN�����SQUARE�METRES
AND�IS�NOT�USED�FOR�ACCOMMODATION�

Subdivision

!�PERMIT�IS�REQUIRED�TO�SUBDIVIDE�LAND�

44.06-2 Application requirement

!N�APPLICATION�MUST�BE�ACCOMPANIED�BY�A�STATEMENT�OR�REPORT�WHICH�DEMONSTRATES�THAT�ALL
FIRE�PROTECTION�REQUIREMENTS�FOR�WATER�SUPPLY��ACCESS��BUILDINGS�AND�WORKS��VEGETATION�AND
ANY�OTHER�RELEVANT�MATTER�HAVE�BEEN�CONSIDERED�AND�INCORPORATED��4HE�STATEMENT�OR�REPORT
MUST�DEMONSTRATE�HOW�THE�FOLLOWING�OBJECTIVES�AND�OUTCOMES�ARE�ACHIEVED��AS�APPROPRIATE�

Water supply

OBJECTIVE OUTCOME

To ensure that water is
available to landholders and
emergency services to enable
life and the property to be
defended from fire.

A reticulated or non-reticulated water supply must
provide a water discharge of a minimum of four hours
to ensure that water is distributed around the
perimeter and roof space of the main building and
any outbuildings.

The water supply must be maintained, accessible
and able to be effectively employed for personal and
fire brigade use at all times.

The water supply system must include an outlet and
connectors compatible with standard fire brigade
equipment.
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Access

OBJECTIVE OUTCOME

To ensure that safe access is
provided for emergency and
other vehicles at all times.

Appropriate all weather access to and within the
property and the water supply must be provided and
constructed to allow fire-fighting and other vehicles to
traverse with ease and safety.

The property must front a road that provides suitable
access for emergency vehicles and which:

• Has adequate width and a stable surface, with no
horizontal or vehicle encroachments which restrict
fire fighting vehicles.

• Is not a dead-end road, unless there are
adequate passing bays and turning circles within
that road.

Buildings and works

OBJECTIVE OUTCOME

To ensure that the design and
siting of buildings and works
improves protection for life and
minimises the level of fire
impact.

The design and siting of any building or works,
including outbuildings, driveways, vegetation and
storage areas for flammable materials, must
minimise the fire risk to life and property.

The design of any building must incorporate fire
protection construction features to prevent the entry
and build up of embers to the building and reduce the
likelihood of direct flame contact.

The siting of any building in relation to slope , access,
aspect, orientation and vegetation must minimise the
fire risk to life and property.

Vegetation

OBJECTIVE OUTCOME

To ensure that fuel (ground fuel
and shrubs) is managed to
reduce potential fire intensity in
the vicinity of buildings.

A building protection zone, landscaped to reduce fuel
load, distribution and continuity, must be established
to inhibit the spread of fire and minimise the fire risk
to life and property.

44.06-3 Decision guidelines

"EFORE�DECIDING�ON�AN�APPLICATION��IN�ADDITION�TO�THE�DECISION�GUIDELINES�IN�#LAUSE�����THE
RESPONSIBLE�AUTHORITY�MUST�CONSIDER��AS�APPROPRIATE�

� 4HE� 3TATE� 0LANNING� 0OLICY� &RAMEWORK� AND� THE� ,OCAL� 0LANNING� 0OLICY� &RAMEWORK�
INCLUDING�THE�-UNICIPAL�3TRATEGIC�3TATEMENT�AND�LOCAL�PLANNING�POLICIES�

� 4HE�COMMENTS�OF�THE�RELEVANT�FIRE�AUTHORITY�
� !NY�ADOPTED�MUNICIPAL�FIRE�PREVENTION�PLAN�
� 4HE�PRINCIPLES�AND�GUIDELINES�INCLUDED�IN�

� $ESIGN�AND�3ITING�'UIDELINES��"USHFIRE�0ROTECTION� FOR�2URAL�(OUSES��#OUNTRY�&IRE
!UTHORITY�AND�-INISTRY�FOR�0LANNING�AND�%NVIRONMENT�������
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� 0LANNING�#ONDITIONS�AND�'UIDELINES�FOR�3UBDIVISIONS��#OUNTRY�&IRE�!UTHORITY�������
� "UILDING� IN� "USHFIRE0RONE� !REAS� � #3)2/� �� 3TANDARDS� !USTRALIA� �3!!� ("��

����	��-AY������
� 7HETHER� THE� DESIGN� AND� SITING� OF� ANY� PROPOSED� BUILDING�� WORKS� OR� ACCESS� ROAD

APPROPRIATELY�MEETS�THE�OBJECTIVES�AND�OUTCOMES�SET�OUT�IN�THIS�OVERLAY�

.OTES� 2EFER�TO�THE�3TATE�0LANNING�0OLICY�&RAMEWORK�AND�THE�,OCAL�0LANNING�0OLICY�&RAMEWORK�
INCLUDING� THE�-UNICIPAL�3TRATEGIC�3TATEMENT�� FOR� STRATEGIES�AND�POLICIES�WHICH�MAY�AFFECT
THE�USE�AND�DEVELOPMENT�OF�LAND�

#HECK�THE�REQUIREMENTS�OF�THE�ZONE�WHICH�APPLIES�TO�THE�LAND�

/THER�REQUIREMENTS�MAY�ALSO�APPLY��4HESE�CAN�BE�FOUND�AT�0ARTICULAR�0ROVISIONS�


